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I've always been fascinated by comic book movies. I love how it's not just the superhero who has an alternate identity
but the villains too. For the good guys I always think their real life personas are the most important, but for villains it’s
the opposite, Selina Kyle is not her true persona.

1.Known as Frankenstein due to having Bell's palsy.
2.His acceptance speech contributed a cloud of smug that merged with two smug storms to destroy San Francisco.
3.While on an odyssey to find lost treasure, stars as a member of the Soggy Bottom Boys.
4.Works as a pediatrician in County General Hospital in Chicago.
5.With three fellow soldiers goes looking for stolen Kuwaiti gold bullion.
6.Captain of the Andrea Gail, made a few bad decisions.
7.Leads 10 other criminals to rob a trio of Las Vegas casinos.
1.Doesn't like Maverick because he's dangerous.
2.As a student at Pacific Tech gets even with a professor by causing huge volumes of popcorn to fill his house.
3.Incredibly close to the Knight Industries Three Thousand.
4.Good friends with Wyatt Earp and an expert gunslinger.
5.Led his people to the promised land in 1998.
6.In 2009 was chosen to be the King of Bacchus.
1.Even as a "King of New York" his nickname was Cowboy and he his dream was to go to "Santa Fe"
2."Are you professional?", "Oh, good for you."
3.For a time was a Grammaton Cleric First Class and still has the third highest individual kill count on screen.
4.The Professor has a very unhealthy rivalry with The Great Danton.
1.An obnoxious, devious and mischievous "bio-exorcist".
2.Has been known as Senor Madre in some parts of the world.
3.Has himself cloned. Two is macho, Three is too sensitive, and Four has a very low IQ.
4.Back in 2004 was the president, though his daughter Samantha was more important.
5.In a year will be Barbie's boyfriend, though Woody and Buzz will steal the show.
6.Even with six older siblings to look up to, he dropped out of college after two years.
1.As mayor sent the entire police department to Cartagena, Colombia to find Joan Wilder.
2.William went to Walla Walla for two years.
3.Was for a time a sergeant on an elite police investigative unit headed by Detective Captain Matt Holbrook.
4.With the help of his associates Moe, Larry, and Joe became town sheriff.

